Significant Refinement of Protein Structure Models Using a Residue-Specific Force Field.
An important application of all-atom explicit-solvent molecular dynamics (MD) simulations is the refinement of protein structures from low-resolution experiments or template-based modeling. A critical requirement is that the native structure is stable with the force field. We have applied a recently developed residue-specific force field, RSFF1, to a set of 30 refinement targets from recent CASP experiments. Starting from their experimental structures, 1.0 μs unrestrained simulations at 298 K retain most of the native structures quite well except for a few flexible terminals and long internal loops. Starting from each homology model, a 150 ns MD simulation at 380 K generates the best RMSD improvement of 0.85 Å on average. The structural improvements roughly correlate with the RMSD of the initial homology models, indicating possible consistent structure refinement. Finally, targets TR614 and TR624 have been subjected to long-time replica-exchange MD simulations. Significant structural improvements are generated, with RMSD of 1.91 and 1.36 Å with respect to their crystal structures. Thus, it is possible to achieve realistic refinement of protein structure models to near-experimental accuracy, using accurate force field with sufficient conformational sampling.